CalendHer Technologies

Position: NLP Engineer
Type: Co-Op (Full-time for 4 months)
Location: Downtown Vancouver
Job Year Level: Year 4 or graduate

About the Company:

At CalendHer Technologies, we believe meaningful interventions start with rich data-sets that grow by asking intuitive questions. We know that the right questions are different for each user. Our vision is to change the way technology intersects with women’s lives, for it to be highly anticipatory and supportive as women move throughout life’s stages.

Job Description:

We are looking for a candidate who is passionate about AI, NLP and Machine Learning. The NLP Engineer will have ample opportunities to utilize spaCy, NLTK, and other natural language processing libraries to analyze natural English text, and create quantifiable insights. The candidate will be responsible for the development and enhancement of the NLP capabilities of FLÖKA. This application will collect health data from an API and will allow women to better monitor and make predictions about their health.

We are looking for creative, positive and resourceful candidates who are adaptive and eager to learn new technologies. We’re looking for the kind of person keen to grow with our team.

We value trust, adaptability, decision making, learning opportunities and strategic thinking. We are agile, and iterative.

Required Knowledge & Experience:
- Familiar with parts of speech tagging, lemmatization
- Familiarity with spaCy or similar libraries
- Familiarity with REST API
- Familiarity with Python and Flask
- Familiarity with MongoDB and parsing JSON files
- Experience handling asynchronous calls and multi threading

Nice to Have Knowledge & Experience:
- HealthKit
- NLTK
- Swift
- Experience working with nutritional databases
- Experience working with nutrition APIs

Please send your cover letter and resume to careers@calendher.co. Thank you for your interest in bettering holistic health for women.